
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

OFF MY CHEST 
 

Many top golf systems that we have worked with over the years focus on or get preoccupied or 

even fanatical about accomplishing a ‘Perfect Swing’. I can tell you, after 50 years in this 

professional occupation, “There Is No Perfect Swing!” for ‘YOU’ or any golfer. We just simply 

have too many inherent ‘Variables’ in our persons to ever ‘Perfect’ our swings. Do yourself a 

favour, ‘Do Not Get Preoccupied With Seeking Or Even Entertaining Perfection’. You shall be 

frustrated! Golf is a ‘Journey’ with no destination! Enjoy the trips and voyages!   

 

If you are a ‘Flaw Chaser’, you will discover that most small flaws do not affect your playability 

or score, but they, if you allow, shall consume huge amounts of your time and golf budget. So, 

get on with working in the ‘Big Picture’ and leave the minutia for another time. Small items are 

‘Cs’. If they grow in importance and become ‘Bs’ or ‘As’, then you can deal with them. 

Prioritize! Your ‘555 Team’ will help you do this if you simply hint at your needs and desires. 

 

Our ‘Mastering Golf Basics’ (‘MGB’) is a sound platform. Get it right first. Then you can add 

frosting and decorations! (see ‘The 5 Set-Ups’, ‘The 5 Essential Elements’ and ‘The 5 Controls’) 

These are ‘Big Picture’ items. They come before smaller twitch items that may drive you nuts 

but will not usually ruin your ability to score. 

 

Get a firm grasp on your ‘Lower Body Machine’ (‘LBM’) activities. Then, master your ‘Upper 

Body Machine’ (‘UBM’) functions. When you combine these with your ‘Head Machine’, you 

shall accomplish ‘Swing Plane’, ‘Compression’ and ‘Line Of Compression’. Now you are 

cooking with hot fuel!     

 

All the ‘Players’ get these basics while the ‘Hackers’ often struggle to do so. You cannot go this 

‘Golf Journey Alone’, so do not attempt to do so! We are here for you 24/7! Are you a ‘555 Golf 

Member’? Do you have your very own ‘Certified Teaching Professional’ ‘ON RETAINER’? 

High time you made that happen! 

 

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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